
WINE &  
DRINKS LIST

Bin    175ml 250ml Bottle

SOFT & FRUITY REDS
Generally works best with less spicy meat based dishes,  
pork dishes & fleshier fish; salmon, sea bass & tuna.

19. ÉLEVÉ PINOT NOIR, VIN DE FRANCE  £4.10 £5.60 £16.40
FRANCE
From the foothills of the Pyrenees, soft, lightly 
oaked cherries  and blueberries with a hint of spice.

MEDIUM SWEET DESERT WINE
20. CAVE DE MASSÉ COLOMBARD-UGNI BLANC   £13.95 
  MEDIUM DRY WHITE, VIN DE FRANCE 

FRANCE
Clean, fruity, medium-dry palate, lemony aromas 
and apple freshness.

MC91132EWN

FOOD ALLERGIES & INTOLERANCES
Should you have concerns about a food allergy or intolerance  
please speak to our staff before you order your food or drink

Wines available by the glass, are available  
in 125ml measure, upon request.

NAPOLEON (COURVOISIER) 

CALYPSO (TIA MARIA) 

FRENCH (GRAND MARNIER) 

PIRATES (KRAKEN) 

IRISH (JAMESONS) 

CREAMY IRISH (BAILEYS) 

ITALIAN (DISARONNO) 

PORTUGUESE (COCKBURNS)

LIQUEUR COFFEE
All £3.95

CHEQUERS INN



Bin     200ml Bottle

SPARKLERS
A great partner for fish & chicken dishes. The traditional method 
of Champagne production imparts a slightly spicy edge which really 
livens up chilli based cuisine.

1.  PIPER-HEIDSIECK BRUT       36.40
CHAMPAGNE
Granny Smith apple, and crunchy, juicy pear. 

2.  DA LUCA PROSECCO   £6.25 £19.40
ITALY
Pear and peach fruit on a lively, yet soft and 
generous palate.

 

 
 
 
    175ml 250ml Bottle

AROMATIC & RACY WHITES
This wine style partners perfectly the full spectrum  
of Asian cuisine, seafood & dishes with a hot, sweet, 
saltier sensation.

3.  WAIPARA HILLS SAUVIGNON BLANC,    £5.05 £6.80 £19.40
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
Generous and lifted, showing powerful aromas of 
nettle and snow pea: the palate bursts with fresh 
citrus, grapefruit and melon notes.

4.   TEKENA SAUVIGNON BLANC, CENTRAL  £3.90 £5.20 £14.40
VALLEY, CHILE
Refreshing, with citrus and tropical fruit flavours 
and a crisp finish.

Bin    175ml 250ml Bottle

CRISP & DRY WHITES
Ideal for delicately flavoured dishes with not too much sweetness, 
soft textured white fish, vegetarian dishes & salads.

5.  DON JACOBO RIOJA BLANCO, BODEGAS  £4.70 £6.10 £17.40
CORRAL, SPAIN
Fresh, dry, crisp and modern, from this classic Spanish region  
using the local Viura grape.

6.  ANTONIO RUBINI PINOT GRIGIO   £3.90 £5.20 £14.40
DELLE VENEZIE, ITALY
Shows apple and pear with hints of white peach and elderflower.

7.  MÂCON-VILLAGES DOMAINE DE LA GRANGE      £22.40
MAGNIEN, LOUIS JADOT, FRANCE
Excellent softer style of Burgundy. Fresh, full flavoured with pleasant 
citrus and buttery undertones.

8.  PICPOUL DE PINET, RESERVE SAINTE-ANNE      £19.40
FRANCE
Citrussy southern French white made from the Picpoul grape.

 
JUICY, FRUIT-DRIVEN, RIPE WHITE
Great with poultry prepared in its many forms, curried, stir fried 
etc. Pork dishes & fleshier fish, salmon, sea bass & tuna.

9.  BETWEEN THORNS CHARDONNAY,   £3.90 £5.20 £14.40
SOUTH-EASTERN AUSTRALIA
Tropical aromas, followed by flavours of juicy nectarine and peach.

10. FLAGSTONE NOON GUN CHENIN BLANC-    £16.40
SAUVIGNON BLANC-VIOGNIER, WESTERN CAPE 
SOUTH AFRICA
Intense, aromatic, tropical fruit flavours spiked with a wedge 
of orange peel and a sprinkling of baking spice.

PINKS
Fruit character & tannins midway between reds & whites makes 
this an extremely flexible all-round choice for many meals. Choose 
an off-dry style with dishes with a touch of sweetness.

11.  ANTONIO RUBINI PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ  £3.90 £5.20 £14.40
DELLE VENEZIE ITALY
Aromas of wild flowers, raspberry and strawberry.

12. VENDANGE WHITE ZINFANDEL   £3.90 £5.20 £14.40
CALIFORNIA, USA
A brief time with juice and skin together gives this delicate 
colour, delicious strawberry aroma and zingy freshness.

Bin    175ml 250ml Bottle

JUICY, MEDIUM-BODIED,  
FRUIT-DRIVEN REDS
These are an incredibly flexible set of reds  
especially partnering lamb & beef dishes.

13. TEKENA MERLOT, CENTRAL VALLEY  £3.90 £5.20 £14.40
CHILE
Fruit-driven, raspberry and blueberry fruit leading 
to a soft finish.

14. GRANFORT CABERNET SAUVIGNON  £4.10 £5.60 £16.40
PAYS D’OC, FRANCE
All the classic blackcurrant aromas and flavours, 
balanced with a soft, tannic finish.

15. DON JACOBO RIOJA CRIANZA TINTO,       £17.85
BODEGAS CORRAL, SPAIN
Abundant bright raspberry aromas mingle with 
sumptuous cherries and layered with a creamy 
barrique character.

SPICY, FULLER &  
PEPPERY REDS

Works well with full-flavoured red meat, steaks and char-grilled 
food - can give the feel of turning up the heat on your spicier dishes!

16. BETWEEN THORNS SHIRAZ   £3.90 £5.20 £14.40
SOUTH-EASTERN AUSTRALIA
Cherry and raspberry, complemented by hints of 
spice and vanilla.

17. CALLIA LUNARIS MALBEC, SAN JUAN   £4.50 £5.90 £17.40
ARGENTINA
Enticing aromas of cherry, plum with a background 
of warming spice, with freshness to the finish.

18.  FLAGSTONE LONGITUDE SHIRAZ-CABERNET     £17.40
SAUVIGNON-MALBEC, WESTERN CAPE, 
SOUTH AFRICA
Plenty of dark berry fruits on the nose, again appearing 
on the juicy palate which finishes soft and lingering.


